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FUn-täm-dn-bÂ 

 
 

\½psS Cu sIm¨p kwØm\s¯ s]mXp-hn-Zym-e-b-§fpw 

A[ym-]-Icpw hnZymÀ°n-Ifpw A`n-am\t¯mSpw Xe-sb-Spt¸mSpw 

IqSn-bmWv C¶v vvv  temI-¯n\v ap¶nÂ \nÂ¡p¶Xv .Im-cWw 

hnh-c-km-t¦-XnI hnZy-bnÂ \-½Ä t\Snb anIhv hfsc hep-Xm-Wv. 

 A[ym-]-\-¯nepw ]T-\-¯nepw \qX\ X{ -́§Ä Bhn-jv¡-

cn¨v \S-¸n-em-¡p-¶-XnÂ   \-½psS kÀ¡ mÀ {]Xn-Úm-_-±-

amWv.A-Xn\v Gähpw anI¨ sXfvn-hmWv \½psS hnZym-e-b-¯nse 

sIm¨p-Iq-«p-ImÀ X¿m-dm-¡nb  {]KXn F¶ UnPn-äÂ amK-kn³ 

Iebpw kmln-Xyhpw imkv{X-km-t¦-XnI hnZybpw IqSn-t¨-cp-t¼m-

gp-−m-Ip¶ Hcp at\m-l-c-in-ev]-ambn amdp-I-bm-Wn-hn-sS. 

 Cu UnPn-äÂ amK-kn\nÂ sshhn-[y-amÀ¶ cN\IÄ-DÄs¸-

Sp¯n Nmcp-X-tNÀ¯ enänÂssI-ävknsâ sIm¨p Iq«p-ImÀ¡v 

FÃm A`n-\-µ-\-§fpw \-h-`m-h\ Nnd-Ip-hn-cn¨v hnlm-b-ÊnÂ 

IqSp-XÂ Dbsc ]d-¡m³ Ign-bs« F¶v Biw-kn-¡p¶p 
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�णाम 
 

म � क �ा म	 एक छोटी िततली जसैी , 

बोड� पर अ�र जसैा वसतं को , 
िमला पकरकर सरूजमखुी जसैी  
शोिभत मरेा ग$ु। 

'ग'ु जसैा अधंकार को हटाकर  

'(' जसैा �काश न ेमझु ेिदया।  

'मा'ँजसैा दो अ�र स ेपरे, 

'मा'ँ को अपना ग$ु न ेमझु ेबता िदया। 

               
                                        अजु�न  

                                     नौ.बी 
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READING
Reading is a cognitive process of actively
redefining internally organized concepts as a
means of processing information represented
by language. In simple terms, a way of getting
information and achieving new insight about
something that is written. Reading involves
decoding the symbols that the particular
language offers and knowing the make up of
the language William Nicholson said that
 

“we read to know we're not alone
Reading and bearing are the two most
to get information. Information
include, entertainment,
or humour 
 

.Reading has at all times and in all ages been
a great sorts of knowledge. Today the ability
to read is highly valued and very important
for social and economic advancement.
In today's world with so much more to know

 

READING                
Reading is a cognitive process of actively 
redefining internally organized concepts as a
means of processing information represented
by language. In simple terms, a way of getting
information and achieving new insight about
something that is written. Reading involves
decoding the symbols that the particular 
language offers and knowing the make up of
the language William Nicholson said that 

we read to know we're not alone” 
Reading and bearing are the two most common ways 

get information. Information gain  from
entertainment, especially when reading fiction 

.Reading has at all times and in all ages been
a great sorts of knowledge. Today the ability
to read is highly valued and very important

social and economic advancement. 
In today's world with so much more to know
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by language. In simple terms, a way of getting 
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language offers and knowing the make up of 

common ways 
from readingcan 
reading fiction 

.Reading has at all times and in all ages been 
a great sorts of knowledge. Today the ability 
to read is highly valued and very important 

In today's world with so much more to know 
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and to learn and also the need for a 
conscious effort to conquer the divisive 
forces, the importance of reading is increased 

 
In the olden days if reading was not 

cultivated or encouraged, there was a subtitle 
for it in the religious sermon and in the oral 
tradition. 
 

Lemony snicker said that 
never trust an “ yone who has not brought 
book with them” 

In the nineteenth century victorian 
households used to get together for an 
hour or so in the evening and listen to 
books being read aloud,but, today we 
not only read, we also want to read 
more and more and catch up with the 
events taking place around us. 

Reading skills are essential to succeed 
in society. those who are good readers 
tend to exhibit progressive social 
skills. A person who is widely read is 
able to mix with others. He is a better 
conversationalist 
Then those who do not read. He can 
stand his ground. Reading broadens the 
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vision. It is in a way a substitute for 
travel. 

It is not possible to travel as much one would like 
to and reading can fill in the gap created by the lack 
of travel. 

Having confidence is reading only comes 
from the daily practice for better way 
because reading bad widened his vision 
and point of view. Thus a widely read man 
is better conversational and is able to 
see the other side point of view. stephen king said 
that books are a uniquely “ portable magic” as a result 
of reading books over a period of time, a learning 
process is formed. thereare a great many benefits to 
be gained from reading books it is proven that is this 
technological society the demands for higher levels of 
literacy are 

creating unfavourable consequences for those 
who fall short. is even more of reason to get in to 
the habit of reading books, but with the cinema and 
television taking up great deal of attention of 
children,teenages and even adults, the habit of 
serious reading is dying out. we must 
never let it die out 
 

NOUFALA 
IX:C 
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AN OLD MAN LIVED IN THE VILLAGEAN OLD MAN LIVED IN THE VILLAGEAN OLD MAN LIVED IN THE VILLAGEAN OLD MAN LIVED IN THE VILLAGE    
 

                       An Old Man lived in the village. He was one of the most An Old Man lived in the village. He was one of the most An Old Man lived in the village. He was one of the most An Old Man lived in the village. He was one of the most 

unfortunate people in the world. The whole village was tired of him; he unfortunate people in the world. The whole village was tired of him; he unfortunate people in the world. The whole village was tired of him; he unfortunate people in the world. The whole village was tired of him; he 

was always gloomy, he constantly complained and was always in a bad was always gloomy, he constantly complained and was always in a bad was always gloomy, he constantly complained and was always in a bad was always gloomy, he constantly complained and was always in a bad 

mood.mood.mood.mood.    

                                                                                                    The longer he lived, the more bile he was becoming The longer he lived, the more bile he was becoming The longer he lived, the more bile he was becoming The longer he lived, the more bile he was becoming 

and the poisonous were his words. People avoids him, because his and the poisonous were his words. People avoids him, because his and the poisonous were his words. People avoids him, because his and the poisonous were his words. People avoids him, because his 

misfortune because contagious. It was even unnatural and insulting to be misfortune because contagious. It was even unnatural and insulting to be misfortune because contagious. It was even unnatural and insulting to be misfortune because contagious. It was even unnatural and insulting to be 

happy next to him. He created the feeling happy next to him. He created the feeling happy next to him. He created the feeling happy next to him. He created the feeling of unhappiness in others.of unhappiness in others.of unhappiness in others.of unhappiness in others.    

                                                                                                But one day, when he turned eighty years old, an But one day, when he turned eighty years old, an But one day, when he turned eighty years old, an But one day, when he turned eighty years old, an 

incredible thing happened. Instantly every one started hearing the incredible thing happened. Instantly every one started hearing the incredible thing happened. Instantly every one started hearing the incredible thing happened. Instantly every one started hearing the 

rumours.rumours.rumours.rumours.    

                                                

                                        “AN OLD MAN IS HAPPY“AN OLD MAN IS HAPPY“AN OLD MAN IS HAPPY“AN OLD MAN IS HAPPY    

                                                TODAY, HE DOESN’TTODAY, HE DOESN’TTODAY, HE DOESN’TTODAY, HE DOESN’T    

                                                COMPLAIN ABOUT ANYTHING,COMPLAIN ABOUT ANYTHING,COMPLAIN ABOUT ANYTHING,COMPLAIN ABOUT ANYTHING,    

                                                SMILES, AND EVEN HIS FACESMILES, AND EVEN HIS FACESMILES, AND EVEN HIS FACESMILES, AND EVEN HIS FACE    

                                                IS FRESHENED UP.”IS FRESHENED UP.”IS FRESHENED UP.”IS FRESHENED UP.”    

    

The whole village gathered together.The whole village gathered together.The whole village gathered together.The whole village gathered together.    

The old man was asked:The old man was asked:The old man was asked:The old man was asked:    

Villager: What happened to you?Villager: What happened to you?Villager: What happened to you?Villager: What happened to you?    

    

                                            “NOTHING SPECIAL. EIGHTY“NOTHING SPECIAL. EIGHTY“NOTHING SPECIAL. EIGHTY“NOTHING SPECIAL. EIGHTY    

                                                    YEARS I’VEYEARS I’VEYEARS I’VEYEARS I’VE    BEEN CHASINGBEEN CHASINGBEEN CHASINGBEEN CHASING    

                                                    HAPPINESS AND IT WASHAPPINESS AND IT WASHAPPINESS AND IT WASHAPPINESS AND IT WAS    

                                                    USELESS. AND THEN IUSELESS. AND THEN IUSELESS. AND THEN IUSELESS. AND THEN I    

                                                    DECIDED TO LIVE WITHOUTDECIDED TO LIVE WITHOUTDECIDED TO LIVE WITHOUTDECIDED TO LIVE WITHOUT    

                                                    HAPPINESS AND JUST ENJOYHAPPINESS AND JUST ENJOYHAPPINESS AND JUST ENJOYHAPPINESS AND JUST ENJOY    

                                                    LIFE. THAT’S WHY I’M HAPPY.”LIFE. THAT’S WHY I’M HAPPY.”LIFE. THAT’S WHY I’M HAPPY.”LIFE. THAT’S WHY I’M HAPPY.”    

Moral of the story:Moral of the story:Moral of the story:Moral of the story:    

                                                    Don’t chase happiness. Enjoy your life.Don’t chase happiness. Enjoy your life.Don’t chase happiness. Enjoy your life.Don’t chase happiness. Enjoy your life.    

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    ADHILA. NOUSHADADHILA. NOUSHADADHILA. NOUSHADADHILA. NOUSHAD    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        9C9C9C9C    
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        BEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTYBEAUTY    

 

                                                   
The Day is light and night is black.  
The sea has no end and the forest has no end. 
We try to love you But, 
it never complete successfully. 
Oh! My earth you looking so beautiful. 
But we destroy your beauty's all. 
Your beauty as a paradise. 
You covered with full of green carpet. 
I miss you beauty and everything. 
                                                         

                                                        SHYMA  
                                                            IX.C       
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CINEMA  

                      What then is left for the cinema proper? 
Very little, but what there is, swedes become of the present 
limitations of television. First of all the long drama, the 'pie' 
sally on a biblical or classical theme, weeds time, space on the 
'wide screen' and colour, whThe pre-war romantic ideal of boys 
and girls was to become a film star. Today, it is together on 
television', or to lead a 'pop' group, or to make a best-selling 
record. Perhaps, is the measure of the decline in influence and 
importance suffered by the cinema in its primary role, that of an 
entertainment medium. Today , in Britain and USA though not 
yet in Malaysia generally a cinema-,queue is a rarity. Far less 
film are produced now a days in holly wood and Britain than in 
the 1930s, the golden years and these belong to relatively few 
categories. Three quarters of the cinema in Britain have already 
closed down or gone over to 'bingo' [a gambling game]  
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                     A cynic fells the following story. A man rang 
up the local cinema manger and asked. “What time does the 
program start?” the manger repaid, “what time can you get 
here?” The cinema is dying a lingering death in the west and the 
get-below has, of courts, been felt by television. Why should 
people go out and pay for entertainment, when they can be 
entertained at home? The cinema industry admits the sense of his 
and now concentrates on producing film features, domestic serials, 
'westerns' hospitals and law – serial dramas exclusively of r the 
television screen.  
ile there is limitation son the size of the television. Screen and 
the number go channels available. But, this is a transitional 
period and ultimately no films will be made for showing in cinema 
theatres. These assumer, of cores, that enough people will be able 
to afford television sets! There will still be a long period during 
which poorer section of population will look to he cinema as their 
chief means of entertainment.  
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 The experimental 'theatre' of France and Italy has done much 
to turn cinema technique into an art – form. 'Spices' are good 
sometimes very good indeed, though often, they tend to lose their 
dramatic value through too much noise and movement. Provided 
such films only are seen, the cinema–goer can defend has habits, 
but he or she is open to criticism if the film showing ex or 
violence or horror is preferred. 
                But the main charge against the cinema-goer is 
that, he is is wasting time which would better be spent in 
productive or creativity activity. It is perfectly true that no 
student or any other ambitious person can afford the time to 
spend long hours at the cinema, and if he prefers to watch the 
worst type of films, there is chance that he will carry some of the 
wrong ideas, if not actual violence and immorality into his own 
life.  
            The cinema, all the same, properly used, is a 
legitimate means of relaxation. Moreover, there are certain 
advantages to be gained from intelligent and moderate cinema-
going. As the medium is vision and sound, illiteracy is no barrier 
to learning, and the minds of many primitive people must have 
been immensity broadened by the cinema.  Providing it is not 
used for propaganda purpose, the cinema can also disseminate 
good social and moral, some times even religions ideas and ideals  
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. 
                                   Much also can be learnt from 
documentary films, whether shown in schools or in the cinema, 
films are valuable adjuncts to military training and in many 
advanced studies the film is also a use full means not only of 
disseminating, but also of recording the cultures of nations, often 
when such cultures, expressed in nature dancing, folk arts and 
crafts et, are in danger of dying out through westernisation. The 
fork stories the plays and the dancing of Indian, Malaya and 
Chinese cultures have been captured for ever, and the films 
recording them will ultimately become historic documents. 
                   Like any another means of communication, the 
cinema has been, and will be released from time to time. But at 
its best, the film is value to the community, and the cinema, 
properly used, can be of positive value in the fields both of 
entertainment and  
education.  

                                                 BY                                     

                                            AROMAL 

                                                9C                                     
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� “Double bubble gum  
   bubbles double.” 
 

� “Four furious friends fought for  
 the phone.” 

 
� “Does this stop sport  

           short socks with spots?” 
 

� “Clean clams crammed in  
           clean cans.” 
 

� “Selfish Shellfish.” 
 

� “How much wood would a woodchuck 
           chuck if  a wood chuck could chuck wood?” 
 

� “Blake’s black bike’s 
           black broke bracket 
           block broke.” 
 

� “They threw three thick things.” 
 

� “A big black bug bit a big black dog no his big black nose.” 
 

� “How many snacks 
could a snack stacker stack, 
if  a snack stacker 
snacked staked snacks?” 

 

                                                BY 

                                       MALAVIKA UNNITHAN.R 
                                                       VIII.C 
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QUOTE 
 

“LIFE CAN BE A CHALLENGE; 

OF THAT THERE IS NO DOUBT. 

BUT IF WE TAKE A MOMENT  

TO STOP AND SEE THE JOKE, 

WE CAN CHANGE OUR ENTIRE DAY.” 

 

“What words,what phrases, 

are at hand for our use. 

Such a spectrum of feelings 

can be freely let loose.” 

 

“A FRIENDLY SMILE MAY BE ALL 

THAT’S NEEDED TO RAISE SPIRITS HIGH; 

A GENTLE TOUCH UPON THE ARM  

WILL STOP A HEAVY SIGH.” 
 

“Anger can rage 

‘till it tears you apart, 

but the power of your smile 

can mend a broken heart.”   

“You helped me laugh, 

you dried my tears. 

Because of you, 

I have no fears.” 
                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                              ByByByBy    
                                                                                                                Malavika Unnithan.R     Malavika Unnithan.R     Malavika Unnithan.R     Malavika Unnithan.R         

                                                                                                                                                                8C8C8C8C 
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THE FOOLISH DONKEYTHE FOOLISH DONKEYTHE FOOLISH DONKEYTHE FOOLISH DONKEY
 

A salt seller used to carry the salt bag on his donkey to the 
market every day. 
           On the way they had to cross a stream. One day the 
donkey suddenly tumbled down the stream and the salt bag also 
fell into the water. The salt dissolved in the water and hence 
the bag became very light to carry. The donkey was happy.
              Then the donkey started to play the same tricks every 
day. 
            The salt seller came to understand the trick and 
decided to teach a lesson to it. The next day, he loaded a cotton 
bag on the donkey. 
            Again it played the same trick hopin
bag would be still become lighter.
           But, the dampened cotton became very heavy to carry 
and the donkey suffered. It learnt a lesson. It didn’t play the 
trick any more after that day, and the seller was happy.
Moral of the story: 
                Luck won’t favour always.
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On the way they had to cross a stream. One day the 
donkey suddenly tumbled down the stream and the salt bag also 
fell into the water. The salt dissolved in the water and hence 
the bag became very light to carry. The donkey was happy.

Then the donkey started to play the same tricks every 

The salt seller came to understand the trick and 
decided to teach a lesson to it. The next day, he loaded a cotton 

Again it played the same trick hoping that the cotton 
bag would be still become lighter. 

But, the dampened cotton became very heavy to carry 
and the donkey suffered. It learnt a lesson. It didn’t play the 
trick any more after that day, and the seller was happy.

 
Luck won’t favour always. 

                                          BY 

                                           AKHILA 

                                               9B 
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THE WISE MANTHE WISE MANTHE WISE MANTHE WISE MAN    
 

People have been coming to the wise man, complaining about 

the same problems every time. One day he told them a joke 

and everyone roared in laughter. 

    After a couple of minutes, he told them the same joke and 

only a few of smiled.  

      When he told the same joke for third time no one laughed 

any more.  

The wise man smiled and said: “You can’t laugh at the same 

joke over and over. So why are you always crying about the 

same problem?” 

Moral of the story: 

              Worrying won’t solve your problems, It’ll just 

waste your time and energy. 

                      

           
AKHILA.S.MINIAKHILA.S.MINIAKHILA.S.MINIAKHILA.S.MINI                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    9B9B9B9B    
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  TO MY NATURETO MY NATURETO MY NATURETO MY NATURE
 

 

 

The Day is light and night is black.

The sea has no end and the forest has no end.

We try to love you But, 

it never complete successfully.

Oh! My earth you looking so beautiful.

But we destroy your beauty's all.

Your beauty as a paradise.

You covered with full of green carpet.

I miss you beauty and everything.

                                       

                                         

 

                                                        
  

 

TO MY NATURETO MY NATURETO MY NATURETO MY NATURE

The Day is light and night is black. 

The sea has no end and the forest has no end. 

it never complete successfully. 

Oh! My earth you looking so beautiful. 

But we destroy your beauty's all. 

paradise.  

You covered with full of green carpet. 

I miss you beauty and everything. 

                ADILA NOUSHAD 

               IX.C         
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VALUES IN LIFE 
 
Humanity today is regressing, whatever the steps we take forward, they take us back as human 
being. 

We love in a world that, although it has borders, it is limit less, People can travel 
anywhere, see anything, experience every feelings that ever existed, but we are not satisfied. We 
fight today to be recognized as not belonging to “their community”,to be labelled as part of a 
smaller group. We fight today to impose limits to a world in which yesterday people have fought 
so that did not have any and we applauded him.  

We live in a world that, finally recognize all religions and beliefs and in which any person 
can choose his/her religion. People can worship any God, can praise the energy of nature that 
inspire them without feelings threatened or scared. It is the first time in history when people are 
not blamed for their beliefs and we fought for this, but we now try to take this away from the 
people. We engage in holy wars or public mockery campaigns against the religions that we don't 
understand we shut our minds from knowing more about the people around us, their thoughts 
and beliefs and we blame them for being different. 

We live in a world that has never been such at peace as it is today, but still nations invest 
in arming themselves and preparing for the inevitable “next war”,individuals get bombarded each 
day through the media by images and sounds of guns going off, of mothers crying after their 
children. We tell our children than they should protect themselves, that the bogey man is always 
just behind the corner masked as a Muslim, Christian masked as the people you don't understand 
so you don't like and we the wonder why children start shooting their colleagues. 

While technology and democracy has given as the power to fast forward the world in 
which we live in, it has also corrupted us, it has given us the sense of absolute power and knowledge 
that makes a person feel like God. No, we are not Gods and we cannot decide on the fate of others. 
They only have that right, but we can and we must change over selves by taking knowledgeable 
decisions making the right choices in life and not letting other decide for us. 

“Give respect and Take respect” 
                                                                                                 

Parvathisuresh 10C 
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